
PROJECTOR ACER P1157i DLP
SVGA 4500 Lm 20000
Read More
SKU: MR.JUQ11.001
Price:
Categories: projectors

Product Description

COR BRANCO
COMPATIBILIDADE MAC|WINDOWS
ZOOM 1X
USB SIM
Nº HDMI's 1
VOLTAGEM DE ENTRADA 100 V CA - 240 V CA
POTÊNCIA (W) 270W
HDMI SIM
SUPORTE SUPORTE DE VÍDEO: EDTV| HDTV| NTSC| PAL| SDTV| SECAM
OPÇÕES MONTÁVEL NO TETO| PROFUNDIDADE: 25.53CM
OPÇÃO TIPO DA LÂMPADA:OSRAM| POTÊNCIA DA LÂMPADA: 220W
GARANTIA 1 ANO
VGA SIM
LARGURA DO PRODUTO 31.30CM
ALTURA 11.37 CM

About the Acer P1157i Projector
The Acer P1157i DLP SVGA 4500 Lm 20000 Projector is a high-performance projector that offers
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exceptional image quality and versatility. With its advanced features and impressive brightness,
this projector is perfect for both professional and personal use.

Impressive Image Quality
The Acer P1157i features a DLP technology that delivers sharp and vibrant images with a
resolution of SVGA. Whether you are watching movies, giving presentations, or playing games,
you can expect clear and detailed visuals every time.

Bright and Clear Projection
With a brightness of 4500 lumens, the Acer P1157i ensures that your presentations or movies
are visible even in well-lit rooms. This projector is perfect for large conference rooms,
classrooms, or home theaters, providing a captivating viewing experience for everyone.

Flexible Connectivity Options
The Acer P1157i offers various connectivity options, including HDMI, VGA, and USB ports,
allowing you to connect it to a wide range of devices such as laptops, gaming consoles, and Blu-
ray players. You can easily switch between different sources without any hassle.

User-Friendly Features
This projector comes with user-friendly features that enhance your overall experience. It has
keystone correction, which allows you to adjust the image distortion caused by an angled
projection. Additionally, the Acer P1157i has a long lamp life of up to 20,000 hours, ensuring
that you can enjoy your projector for years to come.

Conclusion
The Acer P1157i DLP SVGA 4500 Lm 20000 Projector is a reliable and versatile projector that
delivers impressive image quality and brightness. Whether you need a projector for business
presentations, educational purposes, or home entertainment, this projector is a great choice.
With its flexible connectivity options and user-friendly features, it offers convenience and ease
of use. Invest in the Acer P1157i and elevate your viewing experience to the next level.
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PROJECTOR ACER X1123HP 4000
LUMENS SVGA 6000 HOURS
LAMP LIFE
Read More
SKU: NI-0289
Price:
Categories: projectors

Product Description

The Acer X1123HP projector is a powerful and reliable choice for your presentation needs. With
its high brightness of 4000 lumens, it delivers vibrant and clear images even in well-lit
environments. Whether you're in a classroom, conference room, or home theater, this projector
ensures that your content is displayed with exceptional clarity. Featuring SVGA resolution, the
Acer X1123HP projector provides crisp and detailed visuals, making it suitable for both business
and entertainment purposes. Whether you're giving a professional presentation or enjoying a
movie night at home, this projector delivers an immersive viewing experience. One of the
standout features of the Acer X1123HP projector is its impressive lamp life. With up to 6000
hours of lamp life, you can enjoy long hours of uninterrupted usage without worrying about
frequent replacements. This not only saves you money on maintenance costs but also ensures
that your projector remains functional for extended periods. The Acer X1123HP projector is
designed with user convenience in mind. It offers easy connectivity options, including HDMI,
VGA, and USB ports, allowing you to connect various devices such as laptops, gaming consoles,
and media players. Additionally, its compact and lightweight design makes it easy to transport
and set up in different locations. In summary, the Acer X1123HP projector is a reliable and
versatile choice for anyone in need of a high-performance projector. With its high brightness,
SVGA resolution, and long lamp life, it delivers exceptional image quality and durability.
Whether you're giving presentations or enjoying multimedia content, this projector is sure to
meet your expectations.
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PROJECTOR EPSON EB-1780W
3000 LUMENS WXGA
Read More
SKU: V11H795040
Price:
Categories: projectors

Product Description

FICHA INFORMATIVA

DISTÂNCIA MINÍMA DE FOCAGEM 1 Metros
DISTÂNCIA MÁXIMA 7 Metros
WIFI SIM
Nº USB's 2
Nº HDMI's 1
LUMINOSIDADE 3000 ANSI lumens
CORES 1,073 biliões de cores
HDMI SIM
CONSUMO DE ENERGIA 277 W
ECRÃ 762 - 7620 mm (30 - 300")
GARANTIA 1 ANO
The Epson EB-1780W projector is a powerful and versatile device that brings high-quality
visuals to any presentation or entertainment setting. With its impressive 3000 lumens
brightness and WXGA resolution, this projector delivers clear and vibrant images, ensuring that
your content is displayed with exceptional clarity and detail. Whether you're giving a business
presentation, sharing photos with friends and family, or enjoying a movie night at home, the EB-
1780W is designed to meet your needs. Its compact and lightweight design makes it easy to
carry and set up, allowing you to effortlessly bring it to different locations. Equipped with
advanced features, this projector offers flexible connectivity options, including HDMI and
wireless capabilities. This means you can easily connect your laptop, smartphone, or other
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devices to the projector, making it convenient to share your content without any hassle. Thanks
to its built-in speaker and automatic keystone correction, the EB-1780W provides an immersive
audio-visual experience. The projector's 1.2x optical zoom and vertical/horizontal keystone
correction ensure that your images are perfectly aligned and proportioned, even in challenging
projection environments. With its energy-efficient lamp and long-lasting durability, the EB-
1780W is a cost-effective choice for both personal and professional use. Its low maintenance
requirements and easy-to-use interface make it a reliable and user-friendly option for anyone
seeking a high-performance projector. Experience the power and versatility of the Epson EB-
1780W projector, and elevate your presentations and entertainment to a whole new level.

PROJECTOR EPSON EB-FH52
4000 LUMENS FHD
Read More
SKU: V11H978040
Price:
Categories: projectors

Product Description

 Especificações

Técnica
Sistema de projecção Tecnologia 3LCD

Painel LCD 0,61 polegada com C2 Fine
Imagem

Color Light Output 4.000 lumen- 2.400 lumen (economia) em conformidade com a
norma IDMS15.4
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White Light Output 4.000 lumen - 2.400 lumen (economia) In accordance with ISO
21118:2020

Resolução 1080p
Alta Definição Full HD

Relação de aspecto 16:9
Relação de contraste 16.000 : 1

Fonte de luz Lâmpada

Lâmpada UHE, 230 W, 5.500 h Vida útil, 12.000 h Vida útil (em modo de
poupança)

Correcção trapezoidal Automática vertical: ± 30 °, Manual horizontal ± 30 °
Edição de vídeo 10 Bits

Taxa de actualização
vertical 2D 192 Hz - 240 Hz

Reprodução a cores até 1,07 mil milhões de cores
Óptica

Relação de projecção 1,32 - 2,14:1
Zoom Manual, Factor: 1,6
Lente Óptica

Dimensões da imagem 30 polegadas - 300 polegadas
Distância de projecção

Wide/Tele 1,76 m - 2,86 m ( 60 polegada ecrã

Lentes de projecção
número F 1,51 - 1,99

Distância focal 18,2 mm - 29,2 mm
Foco Manual

Offset 10 : 1

Overview
The Epson EB-FH52 is a high-quality projector designed for professional presentations and home
entertainment. With its impressive 4000 lumens of brightness and Full HD resolution, this
projector delivers stunning visuals with vibrant colors and sharp details.

Features
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Bright and Clear Images: The 4000 lumens brightness ensures that your presentations
or movies are easily visible even in well-lit rooms. The Full HD resolution provides crisp and
detailed images for a truly immersive viewing experience.
Versatile Connectivity: The projector comes with various connectivity options including
HDMI, USB, and VGA, allowing you to easily connect it to your laptop, gaming console, or
other devices.
Easy Setup and Installation: With its user-friendly interface and easy-to-use controls,
setting up the Epson EB-FH52 is a breeze. The keystone correction feature ensures that
your images are always perfectly aligned.
Long Lamp Life: The projector's lamp has a long life span of up to 10,000 hours in eco-
mode, reducing the need for frequent lamp replacements and saving you money in the
long run.
Compact and Portable: The compact design and lightweight construction make it easy
to carry the projector wherever you go, making it ideal for both business presentations and
home entertainment.

Conclusion
The Epson EB-FH52 4000 Lumens FHD Projector is a versatile and reliable choice for anyone in
need of a high-quality projector. Whether you're giving a presentation in a well-lit room or
enjoying a movie night at home, this projector delivers impressive performance and exceptional
image quality. With its advanced features and user-friendly design, it is sure to meet all your
projection needs.

PROJECTOR EPSON EB-W49 3800
LUMENS WXGA
Read More
SKU: V11H983040
Price:
Categories: projectors
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Product Description

FICHA INFORMATIVA

COR BRANCO
FREQUÊNCIA 50 Hz - 60 Hz
WIFI OPCIONAL
USB SIM
RESOLUÇÃO XGA| 1024 x 768| 4:4
VOLTAGEM DE ENTRADA 100V - 240V
DIMENSÕES 8.7 x 30.9 x 28.2 CM (ALTURA x LARGURA x PROFUNDIDADE)
HDMI SIM
TECNOLOGIA LCD
WIRELESS 802.11 G/N
OPÇÃO ENTRADA: RS-232C
GARANTIA 1 ANO
VGA SIM

Enhance Your Presentations with the EPSON EB-W49
Projector
The EPSON EB-W49 projector is a powerful tool that brings your presentations to life with its
high brightness and crisp clarity. With a brightness of 3800 lumens, this projector ensures that
your images and videos are displayed with vibrant colors and sharp details, even in well-lit
environments. Featuring WXGA resolution, the EPSON EB-W49 delivers stunning visuals with a
widescreen aspect ratio. Whether you are giving a business presentation, showcasing your
latest project, or enjoying a movie night with friends and family, this projector offers a truly
immersive viewing experience. Equipped with advanced technology, the EPSON EB-W49
projector offers easy setup and seamless connectivity. With its HDMI and USB ports, you can
easily connect your laptop, Blu-ray player, or other devices to display your content. The built-in
speaker ensures clear audio, eliminating the need for external speakers. Designed for
convenience, the EPSON EB-W49 projector features a compact and lightweight design, making
it easy to carry and set up in different locations. The long lamp life of up to 12,000 hours
ensures that you can enjoy years of uninterrupted usage without the hassle of frequent lamp
replacements. Whether you are in a conference room, classroom, or home theater, the EPSON
EB-W49 projector is the perfect choice for delivering impactful presentations and enjoying
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immersive entertainment. Experience the power of high brightness and crisp clarity with the
EPSON EB-W49 projector.

PROJECTOR XIAOMI MI 500 ANSI
LUMENS FHD
Upgrade your home theater experience with the
Xiaomi Mi 500 ANSI Lumens FHD Projector. Immerse
yourself in stunning visuals and enjoy a truly cinematic
experience right in the comfort of your own home.
Read More
SKU: BHR5211GL
Price:
Categories: projectors

Product Description

FICHA INFORMATIVA

COR BRANCO
CAPACIDADE DE ARMAZENAMENTO 16GB
AUDIO Dolby Audio™
SISTEMA OPERATIVO ANDROID TV
TAMANHO DO ECRÃ 60" ATÉ 120"
WIFI SIM
RESOLUÇÃO 1920×1080p
TIPO DE MEMÓRIA DDR3
AUTO FOCUS SIM
DIMENSÕES 115x150x150mm
LUMINOSIDADE 500ANSI lumens
MEMÓRIA RAM 2GB
BLUETOOTH SIM
WIRELESS 802.11 G/N
More Information Introducing the Xiaomi Mi 500 ANSI Lumens FHD Projector, the perfect
addition to your home theater setup. With its impressive brightness and high-definition
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resolution, this projector delivers stunning visuals that will bring your favorite movies, TV
shows, and games to life. The Xiaomi Mi Projector features a powerful 500 ANSI lumens,
ensuring vibrant and sharp images even in well-lit environments. Whether you are watching a
movie during the day or playing games with friends, you can enjoy a clear and immersive
viewing experience. Equipped with Full HD resolution, this projector offers crisp and detailed
visuals, allowing you to see every detail with exceptional clarity. The colors are vivid and true-
to-life, thanks to the advanced color technology used in the projector. Setting up the Xiaomi Mi
Projector is a breeze. With its compact and portable design, you can easily move it around your
home or take it with you on the go. It features multiple connectivity options, including HDMI and
USB, allowing you to connect it to various devices such as laptops, gaming consoles, and
streaming devices. The Xiaomi Mi Projector also comes with built-in speakers, providing you
with high-quality audio to complement the stunning visuals. However, if you prefer a more
immersive sound experience, you can easily connect external speakers or headphones to
enhance your viewing pleasure. With its user-friendly interface and intuitive controls, the
Xiaomi Mi Projector offers a hassle-free and enjoyable user experience. You can easily navigate
through menus, adjust settings, and customize your viewing preferences. Upgrade your home
theater experience with the Xiaomi Mi 500 ANSI Lumens FHD Projector. Immerse yourself in
stunning visuals and enjoy a truly cinematic experience right in the comfort of your own home.

XIAOMI PROJECTOR MI 5000
LUMENS FULLHD
BRANCO/PRETO
Read More
SKU: SJL4005GL
Price:
Categories: projectors

Product Description

FICHA INFORMATIVA

COR BRANCO / PRETO
LAN SIM
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COMPATIBILIDADE TAMANHO DE TELA: 2032 - 3810 MM
SISTEMA OPERATIVO ANDROID 8
PROCESSADOR ARM CORTEX-A53 T962X
WIFI NÃO
USB SIM
LIGAÇÃO RJ-45
VOLTAGEM DE
ENTRADA 100 - 240 V

POTÊNCIA (W) 250 W
LUMINOSIDADE 5000 ANSI LUMENS
MEMÓRIA RAM 2GB
HDMI SIM
BLUETOOTH SIM, FUNCIONALIDADE DO COMANDO

OPÇÕES RECOMENDADO PARA CURTAS DISTÂNCIAS| INADEQUADO PARA SALAS
ILUMINADAS| SISTEMA DE SOM CONVINCENTE

GARANTIA 1 ANO
O Projetor Xiaomi MI 5000 Lumens FullHD é a escolha perfeita para os amantes de cinema em
casa e para apresentações profissionais. Com uma impressionante luminosidade de 5000
lumens, este projetor oferece imagens nítidas e vibrantes, mesmo em ambientes mais
iluminados. A resolução FullHD garante uma qualidade de imagem excepcional, com detalhes
nítidos e cores vivas. Você poderá desfrutar de filmes, séries e jogos com uma experiência
imersiva de alta definição. O design elegante em branco e preto se adapta perfeitamente a
qualquer ambiente, seja em casa ou no escritório. Além disso, o projetor Xiaomi MI é compacto
e portátil, facilitando o transporte e a instalação em diferentes locais. Com a tecnologia de
projeção de curta distância, você poderá desfrutar de uma tela grande mesmo em espaços
pequenos. Basta posicionar o projetor a uma curta distância da parede ou do tela de projeção
para obter uma imagem de até 150 polegadas. O Projetor Xiaomi MI também possui
conectividade versátil, permitindo que você conecte facilmente dispositivos como laptops,
smartphones, consoles de jogos e muito mais. Através das diversas interfaces disponíveis, você
poderá reproduzir conteúdo de diferentes fontes com facilidade. Com o Projetor Xiaomi MI 5000
Lumens FullHD, você terá uma experiência de projeção de alta qualidade, com imagens
brilhantes e detalhadas. Aproveite o melhor do entretenimento e das apresentações
profissionais com este projetor versátil e poderoso.
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